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Abstract—In this paper, we address the problem of hidden
common variables discovery from multimodal data sets of
nonlinear high-dimensional observations. We present a metric
based on local applications of canonical correlation analysis
(CCA) and incorporate it in a kernel-based manifold learning
technique. We show that this metric discovers the hidden common
variables underlying the multimodal observations by estimating
the Euclidean distance between them. Our approach can be
viewed both as an extension of CCA to a nonlinear setting as
well as an extension of manifold learning to multiple data sets.
Experimental results show that our method indeed discovers
the common variables underlying high-dimensional nonlinear
observations without assuming prior rigid model assumptions.
Index Terms—CCA, Diffusion Maps, Metric Learning, Multi-
modal
I. INTRODUCTION
THE need to study and analyze complex systems arisesin many fields. Nowadays, in more and more applica-
tions and devices, many sensors are used to collect and to
record multiple channels of data, a fact that increases the
amount of information available to analyze the state of the
system of interest. In such cases, it is typically insufficient
to study each channel separately. Yet, the ability to gain a
deep understanding of the true state of the system from the
overwhelming amount of collected data from multiple (usually
different) sources of information is challenging; it calls for the
development of new technologies and novel ways to observe
the system of interest and to fuse the available information [1].
For example, the study of human physiology in many fields of
medicine is performed by simultaneously monitoring various
medical features through electroencephalography (EEG) sig-
nals, electrocardiography (ECG) signals, respiratory signals,
etc. Each type of measurement carries different and specific
information, while our purpose is to systematically discover
an accurate description of the state of the patient/person.
A commonly-used method that has the ability to reveal cor-
relations between multiple different sets, which often furthers
our understanding of the system, is the Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA) [2]–[4]. CCA is a well known and studied
algorithm, where linear projections maximizing the correlation
between the two data sets are constructed. The main limitation
of the CCA algorithm is the inherent restriction to linear
relationships, whereas in medical recordings, for example, it
is unlikely that the collected data carry only linear information
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on the human physiological features. To circumvent this linear
restriction and to accommodate nonlinearities, kernel-based
extensions of CCA (KCCA) have been developed, e.g., [5],
which allow for the discovery of nonlinear relationships be-
tween data sets. Indeed, KCCA has proven to be beneficial in
many cases [6]–[8]. Recently, a gamut of work extending CCA
based on various combinations and manipulations of kernels
has been presented, e.g., [9]–[13].
In this paper, we use a different approach using manifold
learning [14]–[16]. The core of manifold learning resides in
the construction of a kernel representing affinities between
data samples based on pairwise distance metrics. Such distance
metrics define local relationships, which are then aggregated
into a global nonlinear representation of the entire data
set. Indeed, in recent studies, various local distance metrics
extending the usage of the prototypical Euclidean metric
in the context of kernel-based manifold learning have been
introduced, e.g. [10], [17]–[30]. Along this line of research,
our focus in the present work has been on the construction
of a local Riemannian metric for sensor data fusion, which in
turn, can be incorporated in a kernel-based manifold learning
technique.
The contribution of our work is two-fold. First, we present
a metric for discovering the hidden common variables un-
derlying multiple data sets of observations. Second, we de-
vise a data-driven method based on this metric that extends
manifold learning to multiple data sets and gives a nonlinear
parametrization of the hidden common variables.
Here, we consider the following setting. We assume a
system of interest, observed by two (or more) observation
functions. Each observation captures via a nonlinear and high-
dimensional function the system intrinsic variables. These
variables are common to all the observations. In addition,
each observation may introduce additional (noise) variables,
which are specific to each function. In other words, we
assume that our system of interest is monitored via several
observations, each observation, in addition to observing the
system itself, observes additional features which are not related
to the system. Consequently, our focus is on obtaining the
common hidden variables which hopefully represent the true
state of the system. Our method includes two main steps. (i)
The construction of a local metric. This metric estimates the
Euclidean distance between any two realizations of the hidden
common variables among nonlinear and high-dimensional data
sets. This is accomplished by using a “local” application of
CCA, which emphasizes the common variables underlying the
collected data sets while suppressing the observation-specific
features which tend to mask the important information on the
system. We show that the local metric computed from multiple
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2data sets is a natural extension of a modified Mahalanobis
distance presented in [17]–[19], which is computed from only
on a single data set. (ii) The usage of a manifold learning
method, Diffusion Maps [16], which recovers a nonlinear
global parametrization of the common variables based on the
constructed local metric. Initially, we focus on a setting with
only two data sets, and then, we present an extension of our
method for multiple sets using multi-linear algebra involving
tensor product and tensor decomposition [31], [32].
Experimental results demonstrate that our method is indeed
able to identify the hidden common variables in simulations.
In particular, we present an example of a dynamical sys-
tem with a definitive underlying model and demonstrate that
without any prior model knowledge, our method obtains an
accurate description of the state of the system solely from
high-dimensional nonlinear observations. Moreover, the exper-
iments demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to successfully
cope with observations that are only weakly related to the
system, a situation in which we show that KCCA and another
recently introduced method fail.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we formu-
late the problem. Section III gives a brief scientific background
presenting CCA and defining the notation used throughout this
paper. In Section IV we derive the local Riemannian metric
that estimates the Euclidean distance between realizations of
the hidden common variable, and we present several results
regarding the equality of the estimation. We also compare the
proposed metric to a metric which was recently introduced in
[33] and show the advantages of the present one. In Section V
we incorporate the metric into Diffusion Maps and construct
a global parametrization of the common variables. Section VI
presents an extension of our method for the case of multiple
(more than two) data sets. In Section VII, experimental results
demonstrate the ability to discover an accurate parametrization
of the hidden common variables from multiple data sets of
observations in three different experiments and simulations.
Finally, in Section VIII, we conclude with several insights
and directions for future work.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a system of interest whose hidden state is
governed by dz isotropic variables z ∼ N (µ, Id), z ∈ Rdz .
We assume that the hidden variables z can only be accessed
via some observation functions. In this paper, we focus on the
case where the hidden state of the system is accessed using two
(or more) observation functions, which are possibly nonlinear
and are assumed to be locally invertible. For simplicity, the
exposition here focuses on two observation functions. In
Section VI, we present an extension for more than two. The
observations are given by
x = f (z, ) , x ∈ Rdx , (1)
y = g (z,η) , y ∈ Rdy (2)
where  ∈ Rd and η ∈ Rdη are (hidden) observation-specific
variables which depend on the observation mechanism and
are assumed as not related to the system of interest. The
two observation functions can represent, for example, two
different sensors, each introducing additional variables. The
probability densities of the hidden variables  and η are
unknown. We assume that the common variables z and the
observation-specific variables  and η are uncorrelated, i.e.,
Σz = Σzη = Ση = 0, where Σab = E
[
abT
]
. Finally,
we assume that the observations are in higher dimension, i.e.,
dz + d ≤ dx, dz + dη ≤ dy .
Given N realizations of the hidden variables,
{zi, i,ηi}Ni=1, we obtain two data sets of observations:
X =
{
xi
∣∣∣∣xi = f (zi, i)}N
i=1
Y =
{
yi
∣∣∣∣yi = g (zi,ηi)}N
i=1
Our goal in this paper is to devise a method which builds
a parametrization of the hidden common variables z from
the two observation sets X and Y . The method consists two
main steps. First, a local metric for the hidden variables is
constructed. More specifically, we derive a pairwise metric
Dij from the sets X and Y that corresponds to the Euclidean
distance between the common variables z and neglects the
observation-specific variables,  and η, i.e.,
Dij ≈ ‖zi − zj‖22 , i, j = 1, . . . , N. (3)
Second, manifold learning is applied with a kernel based on
the local metric Dij .
III. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
Let vx , 〈px,x〉 be the inner product between the vector
x and a direction px, defined by 〈px,x〉 = pTxx. Analo-
gously, let vy , 〈py,y〉. CCA is traditionally applied to two
zero mean random vectors x and y and finds the directions
that maximize the correlation between vx and vy . The first
direction is obtained by solving the following optimization
problem:
ρ∗ = max
px,py
ρ (vx, vy) (4)
where the correlation between vx and vy is given by:
ρ (vx, vy) =
E [vxvy]√
E [v2x]E
[
v2y
]
In a similar manner, d directions are obtained iteratively,
where d , min (rank (Σxx) , rank (Σyy)). In each iteration,
an additional direction is computed by solving (4), with the
restriction that the projection of the random vector on the cur-
rent direction is orthogonal to the projections on the directions
attained in previous iterations. Since the correlation between
vx and vy is invariant to (nonzero) scalar multiplication, we
have
ρ (αvx, vy) =
E [αvx · vy]√
E [α2v2x]E
[
v2y
]
=
E [vx · vy]√
E [v2x]E
[
v2y
] = ρ (vx, vy) (5)
3Thus, CCA constrains the projected variable to have a unit
variance, namely E
[
v2x
]
= E
[
v2y
]
= 1.
Using Lagrange multipliers the problem is reduced to an
eigenvalue problem given by
Γpx = λ
2px (6)
where Γ , Σ−1xxΣxyΣ−1yy Σyx and λ ∈ R is an unknown
scalar. The d right eigenvectors px of Γ corresponding to the
largest d eigenvalues of Γ are solutions of the optimization
problem, where the eigenvalues λ2 are the maximal correla-
tions. Thus, the d directions of CCA can be computed via
the eigenvalue decomposition problem (6), circumventing the
iterative procedure.
In summary, the application of CCA to two random vectors
x ∈ Rdx and y ∈ Rdy results in two matrices P x ∈ Rdx×d
and P y ∈ Rdy×d and a diagonal matrix Λ ∈ Rd×d , where P x
consists of the d directions px, P y consists of the d directions
py , and Λ consists of the d eigenvalues λ
2 on the diagonal. As
a result, the random vector vx = P Txx satisfies E
[
vxv
T
x
]
=
I . In the same manner, vy = P Ty y. In addition, the correlation
between the ith entry in vx and the ith entry in vy is greater
or equal than the correlation between the (i+ 1)th entry. For
more details, see [2].
IV. LEARNING THE LOCAL METRIC
To obtain a parametrization of the hidden common vari-
ables, we construct a metric that satisfies (3), which simulta-
neously implies good approximation of the Euclidean distance
between any two realizations of the hidden state variables zi
and zj , as well as the attenuation of any effect caused by the
observation-specific variables  and η.
A. Linear Case
We first describe a special case where f and g are linear
functions, namely:
x = Jx
[
z

]
, y = Jy
[
z
η
]
(7)
where Jx ∈ Rdx×(dz+d) and Jy ∈ Rdy×(dz+dη). Note that
the assumption dz + d ≤ dx, dz + dη ≤ dy entails that the
set of equations (7) are overdetermined. By the notation of
Section III, applying CCA to the random vectors x and y
results in the following projection matrices:
P x =
([
Uz 0
0 U 
]
J†x
)T
, P y =
([
V z 0
0 V η
]
J†y
)T
(8)
and with the following correlation matrix:
Λ =
[
Idz 0
0 0
]
Λ ∈ Rd×d (9)
where Uz,V z,U ,V η are arbitrary unitary matrices, and
J†x and J
†
y are the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Jx
and Jy , respectively, i.e., J†xJx = I(dz+d)×(dz+d) and
J†yJy = I(dz+dη)×(dz+dη).
Proposition 1. In the linear case, the Euclidean distance
between any two realizations zi and zj of the random variable
z is given by:
‖zi − zj‖22 = (xi − xj)T P xΛP Tx (xi − xj)
Proof:
∆xTP xΛP
T
x∆x =
∥∥∥Λ 12P Tx∆x∥∥∥2
2
=
∥∥∥∥[I 00 0
] [
Uz 0
0 U 
]
J†xJx
[
∆z
∆
]∥∥∥∥2
2
=
∥∥∥∥[Uz 00 0
] [
∆z
∆
]∥∥∥∥2
2
= ‖∆z‖22
where ∆x = xi − xj , ∆z = zi − zj , and ∆ = i − j .
Note that the resulting metric takes into account only the
common hidden variables z and filters out the observation-
specific variables  using the matrix Λ. The Euclidean distance
between realizations of z can be expressed in an analogous
manner based on realizations of y; one can also take the
average of the two metrics using both realizations of x and y.
B. Nonlinear Case
In the general case, where f (z, ) and g (z,η) are non-
linear, we use a linearization approach to obtain a similar
result to the linear case (up to some bounded error). We denote
vj ,
[
zTj 
T
j
]T
, such that xj = f (vj), and expand f via
its Taylor series around vj :
xi = xj + Jx (vj) [vi − vj ] +O
(
‖vi − vj‖2
)
where Jx (vj) is the Jacobian of f at vj . Reorganizing the
expression above yields:
f (vi) = xj − Jx (vj)vj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Constant
+ Jx (vj)vi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Linear Part
+O
(
‖vi − vj‖2
)
.
Thus, when the higher-order terms are negligible, this form is
similar to the linear function considered in Section IV-A with
an additional constant term. Define the matrices P x (xj) and
Λ (xj) similarly to (8) and (9), respectively, using Jx (vj)
(instead of Jx) as the linear function.
Proposition 2. In the nonlinear case, the Euclidean distance
between any two realizations zi and zj of the random variable
z is given by:
‖zi − zj‖22 = (xi − xj)T A (x¯ij) (xi − xj)
+O
(
‖xi − xj‖4
)
(10)
where x¯ij , (xi + xj) /2 denotes the middle point, and
A (x¯ij) , P x (x¯ij) Λ (x¯ij)P Tx (x¯ij).
Proof: In the proof of Proposition 1 we show that one
can write the common variables z up to some rotation by
Uzz = P˜
T
xx, where P˜ x are the dz leftmost columns of
P x. Notice that since Uz is unitary, we have ‖zi − zj‖22 =
‖Uzzi −Uzzj‖22. Thus, since the norm is invariant to rota-
tion, we can recover z up to rotation. With a slight abuse
of notation, let f−1 denote the local inverse function of f
4restricted to z. The linearization of f−1 around the point
x¯ij , (xj + xi) /2 is given by:
zi = z¯ + P˜
T
x (x¯ij)
[
xi − xj + xi
2
]
= z¯ + P˜
T
x (x¯ij)
[
xi − xj
2
]
where z¯ = f−1 (x¯ij). Thus, the Taylor expansion of the lth
element of zi is given by:
(zi)l = (z¯)l +
1
2
(
p(l)x (x¯ij)
)T
(xi − xj) +
1
8
(xi − xj)T H(l)x (x¯ij) (xi − xj) +
O
(
‖xi − xj‖3
)
(11)
where p(l)x (x) is the l-th column of P x (x), and H(l) (x)
is the Hessian of the l-th entry of f−1. In a similar way,
expanding the l-th element of zj around the same point gives:
(zj)l = (z¯)l +
1
2
(
p(l)x (x¯ij)
)T
(xj − xi) +
1
8
(xj − xi)T H(l)x (x¯ij) (xj − xi) +
O
(
‖xj − xi‖3
)
(12)
Subtracting (12) from (11) yields:
(zi)l − (zj)l =
(
p(l)x (x¯ij)
)T
(xi − xj) +
O
(
‖xi − xj‖3
)
Thus:
‖zi − zk‖22 = (xi − xj)T P˜ (x¯ij) P˜ (x¯ij)T (xi − xj)
+O
(
‖xi − xj‖4
)
= (xi − xj)T A (x¯ij) (xi − xj)
+O
(
‖xi − xj‖4
)
where A (x¯ij) , P x (x¯ij) Λ (x¯ij)P Tx (x¯ij).
We note that similarly to Proposition 1, Proposition 2 can
be analogously formulated based on realizations of y instead
of realizations of x.
In [33] we presented a different way to calculate the
Euclidean distance between two realization:
‖zi − zj‖22 =
1
2
(xi − xj)T [A (xi) +A (xj)] (xi − xj)
+O
(
‖xi − xj‖4
)
where A (xi) , P x (xi) Λ (xi)P Tx (xi). Yet, both expres-
sions approximate ‖zi − zj‖2 up to the second-order. In
Section V, we discuss the advantage of the metric using
the middle point x¯ij in terms of computational complexity.
In addition, we address the case where the middle points
(xi + xj)/2 and (yi + yj)/2 are inaccessible. In Section
VII-A, we compare the proposed metric using the middle point
(13) with the metric proposed in [33] in a toy problem, which
demonstrates that the computation based on the middle point
attains a better estimation for the Euclidean distance.
C. Implementation
Given X , we define a pairwise metric between the N
realizations based on Proposition 2.
Definition 3. Let Dij be the metric between each pair of
realizations xi and xj in X , given by:
Dij , (xi − xj)T A (x¯ij) (xi − xj) (13)
where x¯ij , xi+xj2 . We can also define an analogous metric
between any two realizations yi and yj in Y or define a metric
which is the average of the two.
We now describe the computation of the matrices A (x¯ij)
from the sets X and Y provided that we have access to the
neighborhoods of the middle points; for the case where they
are inaccessible, see Section V. For any point xi (including
the middle point), by Proposition 2, A (xi) can be computed
from the matrices P x (xi) and Λ (xi). Let Xi ⊂ X and
Yi ⊂ Y be two subsets of realizations defining a small
neighborhood (Xi,Yi) around (xi,yi). The definition of the
neighborhoods is application-specific. For example, for time
series data, we could use a time window around each point to
defined its neighbors. Finding the k nearest neighbors for each
realization could be another possibility. When considering
subsets (Xi,Yi) consisting of only samples (xi,yi) within
the neighborhood of xi and yi, then in particular the distance
‖xi − xj‖42 between any two realizations in the neighborhood
is indeed negligible, and applying CCA to the two sets Xi
and Yi results in the estimation of P x (xi) and Λ (xi), which
leads to the estimation of A (xi) as desired.
Proposition 4. In the absence of the observation-specific
variables, the metric Dij can be written as
Dij = (xi − xj)T Σ−1xx (x¯ij) (xi − xj) (14)
where x¯ij , xi+xj2 and Σxx (xi) is the covariance of the
random variable x at the point xi (noting that the covariance
changes from point to point due to the nonlinearity of the
observation function f ).
In other words, when there are no observation-specific
variables, i.e.,  = η = 0, the metric we build based on
local applications of CCA is a modified Mahalanobis distance,
which was presented and analyzed in [18], [19], [34] for
the purpose of recovering the intrinsic representation from
nonlinear observation data.
Proof: In the absence of the observation-specific vari-
ables, the matrices Λ (x) become the identity, namely,
Λ (x) = I for all x. In addition, a known property of CCA
links between the matrix P x and the covariance matrix Σxx
[35]:
P Tx (x¯ij) = U
T (x¯ij) Σ
− 12
xx (x¯ij) (15)
where U (x) is a unitary matrix. We recall that
Dij , (xi − xj)T A (x¯ij) (xi − xj) (16)
and
A (x¯ij) , P x (x¯ij) Λ (x¯ij)P Tx (x¯ij) (17)
Substituting Λ (x) = I and (15) into (17) results in
5Algorithm 1 Diffusion Maps of Two Datasets With Middle
Points
Input: Two sets of observations X and Y .
Output: Low dimensional parametrization of the common
variables z.
1) For each pair of realizations points (xi,yi) ,
(
xj ,yj
) ∈
(X ,Y):
a) Define the middle points x¯ij , 12 (xi + xj) and
y¯ij , 12
(
yi + yj
)
.
b) Construct the subsets X ij ,Yij by collecting all
pairs (xk,yk) such that xk is in the neighborhood
of x¯ij and yk is in the neighborhood of y¯ij .
c) Apply (linear) CCA to the sets X ij ,Yij and obtain
the matrices P x (x¯ij) and Λ (x¯ij).
d) Set A (x¯ij) , P x (x¯ij) Λ (x¯ij)P Tx (x¯ij)
e) Construct the affinity metric Dij =
(xi − xj)T A (x¯ij) (xi − xj).
2) Apply Diffusion Maps:
a) Construct the kernel: Wij = exp (−Dij/σ), where
σ is set to the median value of {Dij}, ∀i, j.
b) Normalize the kernel M = Ω−1W , where Ω is a
diagonal matrix with Ωii =
∑
jWij
c) Compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
matrix M , i.e., M = ΨSΨ−1.
3) Form the parametrization of zi,∀i = 1, . . . , N using the
dz eigenvectors (the columns of Ψ) associated with the
largest dz eigenvalues (without the first trivial one), i.e.,
(Ψi1, . . . ,Ψidz )
T for i ∈ 1, . . . , N .
A (x¯ij) = P x (x¯ij) Λ (x¯ij)P
T
x (x¯ij)
= Σ
− 12
xx (x¯ij)U (x¯ij) IU
T (x¯ij) Σ
− 12
xx (x¯ij)
= Σ−1xx (x¯ij)
where we used U (x¯ij) IUT (x¯ij) = I .
V. GLOBAL PARAMETRIZATION
In Section IV, we proposed a metric that approximates the
Euclidean distance between two realizations. The estimation
of the Euclidean distance is accurate for small distances,
whereas the overall goal is to obtain a global parametrization
which corresponds to the hidden common variables z. For this
purpose, i.e., for obtaining a global parametrization from the
local metric, we use a kernel-based manifold learning method,
Diffusion Maps [16]. Following common practice, we use a
Gaussian kernel Wij = exp (−Dij/σ), which emphasizes the
notion of locality using the kernel scale σ: for Dij  σ, the
kernel value Wij is negligible. Therefore, a proper selection
of σ entails that only (sufficiently) small distances Dij are
taken into account in the kernel. By appropriately tuning the
value σ to correspond to the linear part of (10), Wij accurately
represents an affinity between the common variables, since the
higher-order error terms in (10) disappear. For more details,
see [36]. The entire method is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2 Diffusion Maps of Two Datasets Without Middle
Points
Input: Two sets of observations X and Y .
Output: Low dimensional parametrization of the common
variables z.
1) Construct some subsets XL ⊆ X and YL ⊆ Y with
|XL| = |YL| = L ≤ N such that xi ∈ XL iff yi ∈ YL
2) For each pair of points (xi,yi) ∈ (XL,YL):
a) Construct the subsets Xi,Yi by choosing all pairs(
xj ,yj
)
such that xj is in the neighborhood of xi
and yj is in the neighborhood of yi.
b) Apply (linear) CCA to the sets Xi,Yi and obtain
the matrices P x (xi) and Λ (xi).
c) Set A (xi) , P x (xi) Λ (xi)P Tx (xi)
3) For each two observations xi ∈ XL and xj ∈ X ,
construct the affinity metric D˜ ∈ RL×N according to
D˜ij = (xi − xj)T A (xi) (xi − xj)
4) Apply Diffusion Maps:
a) Construct the kernel: Wij = exp
(
−D˜ij/σ
)
,
where σ is set to the median value of {D˜i,j}, ∀i, j.
b) Normalize the kernel M = Ω−
1
2W TWΩ−
1
2 ,
where Ω is a diagonal matrix with Ωii =∑
j
(
WTW
)
ij
c) Compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
matrix M , i.e., M = ΨSΨ−1.
5) Form the parametrization of zi,∀i = 1, . . . , N using the
dz eigenvectors (the columns of Ψ) associated with the
largest dz eigenvalues (without the first trivial one), i.e.,
(Ψi1, . . . ,Ψidz )
T for i ∈ 1, . . . , N .
In Step 1-b, Algorithm 1 assumes that the neighborhoods of
the middle points 12 (xi + xj) and
1
2
(
yi + yj
)
are accessible.
In addition, for sets of size |X | = |Y| = N , Step 1 is
repeated N(N+1)2 times. This entails that in Step 1-d, the
matrix A (x¯ij) is computed for every possible middle point
x¯ij , and overall
N(N+1)
2 such CCA matrices are computed,
one for each possible pair (xi,xj).
In order to relaxe the above assumption and to reduce the
computational complexity, we present an algorithm based on
[34]. The more efficient algorithm is presented in Algorithm
2, where the CCA matrices A (xi) are constructed only for
a subset of L ≤ N points xi ∈ XL ⊆ X (without the need
to directly address the middle point), i.e., A (xi) is computed
only L times. This modification does not affect the algorithm;
Theorem 3.2 presented in [34] states that the entries of matrix
M calculated in Step 3 in Algorithm 2 are approximations of
the entries of the matrix M calculated in Step 2 in Algorithm
1. For more details, see [34]. The modification gives rise to two
benefits. First, it circumvents the need to have access to the
middle points (and their respective neighborhoods). Second, in
Algorithm 2 one can reduce the computational load by setting
XL ⊂ X and then by calculating A (xi) only at L < N
different points.
6VI. MULTIPLE OBSERVATION SCENARIO
The proposed method can be extended to the case where
there are more than two sets of observations. The core of the
proposed method relies on the local metric (13). As described
in Section IV, this metric requires the computation of the
matrix A (at the middle points in Algorithm 1 or at the
observations in Algorithm 2). In either case, this matrix is
computed based on the canonical directions extracted by a
local application of CCA to two sets of observations from two
(possibly different) observation functions. Consequently, the
extension to more than two sets involves an extension of the
local CCA application that enables to compute the canonical
directions from more than two sets of observations. Once
such canonical directions are identified, A can be constructed
analogously, and the remainder of the algorithm remains
unchanged.
Therefore, this multiple observations case requires a suitable
alternative to CCA, which is not restricted to two sets. Here,
we exploit the method presented in [31], which extends CCA
for the case of more than two data sets. As mentioned in
[31], this method is limited to finding only the dominant
canonical direction for each observation, since finding multiple
directions that satisfy the orthogonality constraint is still an
open problem [32].
In the remainder of this section, we extend our notation
to support multiple observations. Then, we briefly describe
the (linear) Tensor CCA (TCCA) method based on [31] using
multi-linear algebra, i.e. using tensor products and tensor de-
compositions. Finally, we present an algorithm for the general
multimodal scenario, which extends the algorithm presented
in Section V for more than two sets of observations.
Let f (k) denote the kth observation function, i.e., x(k) =
f (k)
(
z, (k)
)
, where (k) is a kth observation-specific variable.
Let X (k) =
{
x
(k)
i
}N
i=1
denote the kth set of observations,
where 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
As mentioned above, extending the derivation of the local
metric presented in Section V for K > 2 observation sets
requires the use of tensors instead of matrices. The notation
that is used throughout this section is as follows.
Definition 5. The kth (1 ≤ k ≤ K) mode product between
a Kth order tensor T ∈ Rd1×d2×···×dK and a matrix M ∈
Rdk×D is defined by
K (m1, . . . ,mk−1, n,mk+1, . . .mK)
=
dk∑
mk=1
T (m1, . . . ,mK)M (mk, n) .
In matrix form this product can be expressed by K = T ×kM ,
where
K ∈ Rd1×d2×...dk−1×D×dk+1×···dK
In a similar manner, we define by
K = T ×1 M1 ×2 M2 · · · ×K MK
the product of T with a sequence of matrices Mk ∈ Rdk×Dk
for 1 ≤ k ≤ K. Note that in this case K ∈ RD1×D2×···×DK .
Definition 6. Given a Kth order tensor T1 ∈ Rd1×d2×···×dK ,
and a Jth order tensor T2 ∈ RD1×D2×···×DJ , their outer
product T1 ⊗ T2 is a (K + J)th order tensor K = T1 ⊗ T2 ∈
Rd1×···×dK×D1×···×DJ which holds:
K (m1,m2, . . . ,mK ,mK+1, . . . ,mK+J)
= T1 (m1, . . .mK) T2 (mK+1, . . . ,mK+J)
In Section IV-B, we estimate the Euclidean distance
‖zi − zj‖2 by projecting the observations from each set on the
respective canonical directions obtained by a local application
of CCA. In the case of multiple sets, we aim to find the gen-
eralized canonical directions which maximize the correlation
of observations x(k) from all sets k = 1, . . . ,K. Assuming
zero mean random variables for simplicity, the corresponding
optimization problem can be written as follows:
arg max
{p(k)}K
k=1
ρ (v1, v2, ...vK)
s.t.E
[
v2k
]
= 1, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} (18)
where vk , 〈p(k),x(k)〉 and ρ (v1, v2, ...vK) =
E [v1v2 · · · · · vk].
A summary of the algorithm presented in [31] for obtaining
the generalized canonical directions is outlined in Algorithm
3. Note that in Step 4, Algorithm 3 uses a low-rank tensor
decomposition to solve the optimization problem (18). To
compute this decomposition, one can use the alternating least
squares (ALS) algorithm [37].
We repeat the same steps done in Section IV-B to obtain the
generalized canonical direction p(k) at the point x(k)i , namely,
p(k)
(
x
(k)
i
)
. In other words, we apply Algorithm 3 only to
the neighborhood of the ith realizations, X (k)i . In addition, by
repeating the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 2, we
arrive to the following result.
Corollary 7. In the multiple observation case, the Euclidean
distance between any two (scalar) realizations zi and zj of
the random variable z is given by:
‖zi − zj‖22 =
(
x
(1)
i − x(1)j
)T
A
(
x¯
(1)
ij
)(
x
(1)
i − x(1)j
)
+O
(∥∥∥x(1)i − x(1)j ∥∥∥4)
where x¯(1)ij ,
(
x
(1)
i + x
(1)
j
)
/2 and A (x¯ij) ,(
p(1)
(
x¯
(1)
ij
))(
p(1)
(
x¯
(1)
ij
))T
.
Note that the common variable z in this case is restricted
to be a scalar, due to the limitation of the TCCA algorithm.
We note that similarly to Proposition 2, Corollary 7 can be
analogously formulated based on realizations of x(k) (instead
of x(1)) for any 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
Obtaining the global metric from the local metric is achieved
similarly to the case where K = 2 and is described in Section
IV-B. Here as well, we use Diffusion Maps with a Gaussian
kernel. The overall algorithm for the multimodal case (K > 2)
is presented in Algorithm 4.
7Algorithm 3 Linear TCCA
Input: K sets of observations X (k), 1 ≤ k ≤ K
Output: The canonical directions p(1),p(2), . . .p(K)
1) For each set X (k) =
{
x
(k)
i
}N
i=1
, compute the covariance
matrix Σkk.
2) Compute the covariance tensor
C12...K = 1
N
N∑
i=1
x
(1)
i ⊗ x(2)i ⊗ · · · ⊗ x(K)i
3) Compute:
T = C12...K ×1 Σ−
1
2
11 ×2 Σ−
1
2
22 × · · · ×K Σ−
1
2
KK
4) Apply a rank-1 tensor approximation to T by solving:
arg min
ρ,{p(k)}K
k=1
∥∥∥T − ρp(1) ⊗ p(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ p(K)∥∥∥
F
where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm, and obtain the
canonical directions.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Local Metric Comparison
We generate N = 400 realizations {zi}Ni=1 of a two dimen-
sional random variable with uniform distribution in the [0, 2]2
square. To compare only the metric estimation, we use an
observation with no observation-specific variables. According
to Proposition 4, only a single observation is needed, and we
can compare between Dij as defined in (16) and the metric
defined in [33], which we denote here as Qij , namely:
Qij =
1
2
(xi − xj)T [A (xi) +A (xj)] (xi − xj) .
By simulating the following nonlinear observation function:
x = f (z) =
[
z21 − z2
z1 +
√
z2
]
we obtain a set of N = 400 observations X = {xi}Ni=1.
Figure 1 depicts (a) the hidden variables Z = {zi} and (b)
the observations X = {xi}.
Figure 2 shows the estimated metric as a function of the
true metric. In Figure 2(a), we plot the estimated metric based
on [33], and in Figure 2(b) we plot the estimated metric based
on (16). We can see that for small Euclidean distances (small
values on the x-axis), both estimated metrics are accurate.
For large Euclidean distances, the estimated metric based
on the middle point maintains a linear correlation with the
true distance, whereas the estimated metric proposed in [33]
exhibits large error.
B. Coupled Pendulum
this experiment we simulate a coupled pendulum model.
This model consists of two simple pendulums with lengths
L1 and L2 and masses m1 and m2, which are connected
by a spring as shown in Figure 3. For simplicity we set the
same length and the same mass for both pendulums, namely
Algorithm 4 Diffusion Maps of K Datasets
Input: K sets of observations X (k), 1 ≤ k ≤ K
Output: Low dimensional parametrization of the common
variable z.
1) For each sample
(
x
(1)
i ,x
(2)
i , . . . ,x
(K)
i
)
∈(X (1),X (2), . . . ,X (K)):
a) Construct the subsets
(
X (1)i ,X (2)i , . . . ,X (K)i
)
by
choosing all samples
(
x
(1)
j ,x
(2)
j , . . . ,x
(K)
j
)
such
that the kth coordinate x(k)j is in the neighborhood
of x(k)i .
b) Apply (linear) TCCA to the sets(
X (1)i ,X (2)i , . . . ,X (K)i
)
and obtain the vector
p(k) (xi).
2) For each two observations x(k)i ,x
(k)
j ∈ X (k), construct
the affinity metric D˜ij according to
D˜ij =
(
x
(k)
i − x(k)j
)T
A(k)
(
x
(k)
i
)(
x
(k)
i − x(k)j
)
where A(k)
(
x
(k)
i
)
,
(
p(k)
(
x
(k)
i
))(
p(k)
(
x
(k)
i
))T
.
3) Apply Diffusion Maps:
a) Construct the kernel: Wij = exp
(
−D˜ij/σ
)
,
where σ is set to the median values D˜i,j , ∀i, j.
b) Normalize the kernel M = Ω−
1
2W TWΩ−
1
2 ,
where Ω is a diagonal matrix with Ωii =∑
j
(
WTW
)
ij
c) Compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
matrix M , i.e., M = ΨSΨ−1.
4) Form the parametrization of zi,∀i = 1, . . . , N using the
the eigenvector (the left most column of Ψ) associated
with the largest eigenvalue (excluding the trivial eigen-
vector).
L1 = L2 = L and m1 = m2 = m. Let u(i) (t) and w(i) (t)
denote the horizontal position and vertical position of the ith
pendulum, respectively. Note that a close-form expression for
the positions cannot be derived for the general case. Yet,
in the case of small perturbations around the equilibrium
point, we can consider a linear regime. Accordingly, let
θ(i)(t) = arctan
(
u(i)(t)/w(i)(t)
)
be the angle between the
ith pendulum and the vertical axis, and assume that w(1) (t) =
w(2) (t) = −L, and sin (θ(i)) ≈ θ(i). The ordinary differential
equation (ODE) representing the horizontal position under the
linear regime is given by:{
mu¨(1) = −mgL u(1) − k
(
u(2) − u(1))
mu¨(2) = −mgL u(2) + k
(
u(2) − u(1)) (19)
where u¨ is the second derivative of u, g is the gravity of
earth, and k is the spring constant. For the following initial
conditions:
u˙1 (0) = 0, u1 (0) = δ, u˙2 (0) = 0, u2 (0) = 0
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Fig. 1: (a) The hidden random variables Z = {zi}Ni=1. (b) The
observations X = {xi}Ni=1.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: Comparison of Euclidean metric estimation. (a) The
metric estimation based on [33]. (b) The metric estimation
based on the middle point (16).
where 0 < δ ∈ R is assumed to be sufficiently small to satisfy
the linear regime, the closed-form solution of the ODE (19)
is given by:{
u(1) (t) = 12δ cos (ω1t) +
1
2δ cos (ω2t)
u(2) (t) = 12δ cos (ω1t)− 12δ cos (ω2t)
(20)
where
ω1 =
√
g
L
, ω2 =
√
g
L
+
2k
m
This example suits our purposes, since the horizontal dis-
placement of each pendulum u(i) (t) is a linear combination
of two harmonic motions with the common frequencies ω1
and ω2. In other words, the horizontal displacement of each
pendulum can be viewed as a different observation of the same
common harmonic motion.
To further demonstrate the power of our method, we as-
sume that we do not have direct access to the horizontal
displacement. Instead, we generate movies of the motion of the
coupled pendulum in the linear regime. Consequently, on the
one hand, we have a definitive ground truth described by the
solution of the ODE of the system (the harmonic motion with
the two frequencies ω1 and ω2). On the other hand, we only
have access to high-dimensional nonlinear observations of the
system, and we do not assume any prior model knowledge.
Fig. 3: Illustration of the setup of the coupled pendulums
system.
Fig. 4: An example of 3 snapshots of the coupled pendulum
system.
Three snapshots of the entire system are displayed in Figure
4.
This model is used to test our method in two scenarios.
In the first scenario, we generate two movies of the two
pendulums without any other features. In the second scenario,
we generate two movies of the two pendulums, where each
movie also contains an additional pendulum that represents an
observation-specific geometric noise.
1) Case I – Coupled pendulum: We generate two movies,
each is 5 seconds long with N = 400 frames (namely,
sampling interval of Ts = 0.0125s) of each of the pendulums
in the couple pendulum system oscillating in a linear regime
as demonstrated in Figure 5.
Let m(1)i ∈ R800 and m(2)i ∈ R800 be two column stack
vectors consisting of the pixels of the ith frame of the movies
of the left and right pendulums, respectively. Let X = {xi}Ni=1
and Y = {yi}Ni=1 be two sets of observations, which are
random projections of the frames of the movies. In the words,
each observation is given by xi = Fm
(1)
i and yi = Gm
(2)
i ,
where F ∈ R200×800 and G ∈ R200×800 are two fixed
matrices with (approximately) orthonormal columns, drawn
independently (once) from a Gaussian distribution. These
observations/projections represent two different modalities in
two different spaces.
We apply Algorithm 2 to X and Y , where we use 8 adjacent
projected frames (in time), i.e., Xi = {xj}i+4j=i−3 and Yi ={
yj
}i+4
j=i−3, as the subset of each observation.
We compare our method to 3 different algorithms: (i) Diffu-
sion Maps with Euclidean metric (using only X ), (ii) KCCA,
and (iii) Alternating Diffusion Maps (with Euclidean metric)
[12]. In all four algorithms, we view the nontrivial eigenvector
associated with the largest eigenvalue as the parametrization of
the system, and we display its Fourier transform in Figure 6.
In each subfigure the blue line is the Fourier transform of
the eigenvector and the two vertical red dashed lines are the
two frequencies of the coupled pendulum system: ω1 and
ω2. Figure 6(a) displays the output of Diffusion Maps with
the Euclidean metric using the set of observations X from
9(a)
(b)
Fig. 5: An example of 3 frames of the each movie: (a) the left
pendulum, and (b) the right pendulum.
only one movie. Figure 6(b) displays the output of KCCA.
Figure 6(c) displays the output of Alternating Diffusion Maps.
Finally, Figure 6(d) displays the output of Algorithm 2, i.e.,
Diffusion Maps with Dij (13) as its metric. We note that only
one nontrivial eigenvector is presented, since, as shown in (20),
the displacement of each pendulum, and hence, the projected
frames of each movie, can be represented by a single scalar θ,
which is the angle of the pendulum with respect to the equilib-
rium axis. In other words, the coupled pendulum system can
be described using a low-dimensional representation conveyed
by the dominant nontrivial eigenvector.
As we can see in Figure 6, both in the result obtained
by Diffusion Maps as well as in the result obtained by our
method, the presented eigenvector contains the frequencies
of the coupled pendulum system: ω1 and ω2. In contrast,
the eigenvector attained by Alternating Diffusion Maps and
the eigenvector attained by KCCA do not contain the true
frequencies of the coupled pendulum system. Specifically, we
show in Figure 6(a) that the true frequencies can be extracted
simply by applying diffusion maps to one of the observation
sets. Consequently, we remark that this experiment serves only
as a reference; it implies that in this noiseless case each of
the sets carries the full information on the system, and as a
result, these frequencies are common to both sets. In the next
section, we introduce noise and show that in the noisy case
our algorithm is essential.
2) Case II – Coupled pendulum with observation-specific
noise: We repeat the experiment described in Section VII-B1
with additional observation-specific noise. In this experiment,
an additional simple pendulum is added to each movie as
demonstrated in Figure 7. Note that the two extra pendulums,
one in each movie, oscillate in different frequencies: ω3 = 15ω1
and ω4 = 4ω1. In other words, we now have 4 different
frequencies in the movies, yet only 2 of them (ω1 and ω2)
are common to both observations.
We apply Algorithm 2 with the same selection of subsets
Xi and Yi. As in Section VII-B1, we compare our method to
the same 3 algorithms.
Figure 8 is similar to Figure 6, where we display the Fourier
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 6: The Fourier transform of the dominant eigenvectors
attained by: (a) Diffusion Maps based on a single set X , (b)
KCCA, (c) Alternating Diffusion Maps, and (d) Algorithm 2.
The blue curves are the Fourier transforms of the eigenvectors
and the vertical dashed lines represent the two frequencies of
the system ω1 and ω2.
transforms of the eigenvectors obtained by the algorithms. In
each subfigure the blue curve is the Fourier transform of the
eigenvector, the two red dashed vertical lines are the two
frequencies of the coupled pendulum ω1 and ω2, and the
two green dashed vertical lines are the two frequencies of
the simple pendulums ω3 and ω4. Figure 8(a) displays the
output of Diffusion Maps with the Euclidean metric using
frames from only one movie X . Figure 8(b) displays the
output of KCCA. Figure 8(c) displays the output of Alternating
Diffusion Maps. Finally, Figure 8(d) displays the output of
Algorithm 2, i.e., Diffusion Maps with the metric Dij .
As we can see in Figure 8, only in the result obtained Al-
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 7: An example of 3 frames of the noisy movie. (a) The left
movie which captures the left coupled pendulum (blue) and an
additional simple pendulum (green). (b) The right movie which
captures the right coupled pendulum (red) and an additional
simple pendulum (green).
gorithm 2, the dominant eigenvector contains the frequencies
of the coupled pendulum system ω1 and ω2 as desired. The
eigenvectors attained by Diffusion Maps, by KCAA, and by
Alternating Diffusion Maps do not contain the true frequencies
of the coupled pendulum system.
C. Multiple Observations of Rotating Icons
In this simulation we show that Algorithm 4 allows for the
accurate parametrization of the common variable underlying
K = 3 nonlinear high-dimensional observations. We generate
three high-dimensional movies containing four rotating icons:
Super Mario, Mushroom, Turtle and Flower. Each movie
captures only two icons. In the movies, each icon rotates in a
constant angular speed: the angular speeds of Super Mario,
Mushroom, Turtle and Flower are 4◦,6◦,10◦, and 15◦ per
frame, respectively, as demonstrated in Figure 9. Notice that
only Mushroom appears in all the movies, and hence, the
angular speed of Mushroom is the hidden common variable z,
whereas the angular speeds of the other icons are the hidden
observation-specific variables (k), for 1 ≤ k ≤ K. Two
frames of each movie are depicted for illustration in Figure 9.
Each set of nonlinear high-dimensional observations X (k) ={
x
(k)
i
}N
i=1
consists of N = 300 frames. We apply Algorithm
4, where in step 1(a), the subsets X (k)i consist of the frames
in a time window of length 7 around x(k)i . Since, the desired
parametrization should convey the fact that the common vari-
able in the sets is the angular speed of Mushroom, and thus, it
should be periodic with the same period, we apply the Fourier
transform to the first column of Ψ and present it in Figure 10.
In Figure 10, the true frequencies of Super Mario, Mushroom,
Turtle and Flower are marked by vertical red, green, black and
pink dashed lines, respectively.
Figure 10 shows that indeed the proposed algorithm iden-
tifies the frequency of Mushroom (the common variable
underlying all observation sets), whereas the frequencies of
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 8: The output of the 4 algorithms applied to the coupled
pendulum movies with additional noise: (a) Diffusion Maps,
(b) KCCA, (c) Alternating Diffusion Maps, and (d) Algo-
rithm 2. The Fourier transforms of the dominant non-trivial
eigenvectors are displayed as blue curves. The red and green
dashed vertical lines represent the frequencies of the coupled
pendulum and the simple uncoupled pendulum, respectively.
the observation-specific Super Mario, Turtle and Flower are
completely missing, as expected.
To further demonstrate the capabilities of our method,
we repeat the simulation in a more complex setting. Here,
each pair of movies contains two common icons while only
Mushroom is maintained as the common variable of all the
movies. Two frames of the new movies are depicted for
illustration in Figure 11.
For similar reasons as in the previous experiment, we apply
the Fourier transform to the first column of Ψ and present
it in Figure 12. In Figure 12, the true frequencies of Super
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 9: Two frames of each of the movies: (a) and (d) are
from the first movie, (b) and (e) from the second movie, and
(c) and (f) from the third movie. Mushroom is common to all
the movies while the other icons are specific for each movie.
Fig. 10: The Fourier transform of the parametrization of
the common variable obtained by Algorithm 4. The vertical
dashed lines represent the true frequencies of the rotating
icons.
Mario, Mushroom, Turtle and Flower are marked by vertical
dashed red, green, black and pink lines, respectively. Despite
the more complex setting, in which any two observation sets
contain additional correlated “noise”, Figure 12 shows that
the proposed algorithm identifies the true frequency of the
common variable (Mushroom).
In summary, in this simulation without assuming any prior
knowledge on the structure and content of the data, our
extended method successfully discovers the common variable
hidden in multiple high-dimensional and nonlinear observa-
tions.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a new manifold learning
method for extracting the common hidden variables underlying
multimodal data sets. Our method does not assume prior
knowledge on the system nor on the observed data and relies
on a local metric, which is learned from data in an unsu-
pervised manner. Specifically, we proposed a metric between
observations based on local CCA and showed that this metric
approximates the Euclidean distance between the respective
hidden common variables.
The theoretical results were validated in simulations, where
we demonstrated the accurate recovery of the hidden com-
mon variables from multiple complex and high-dimensional
data sets. In addition, we showed that our method can be
applied to various different types of observations and attain
the same results without adjusting the algorithm to the specific
observations at hand. For example, the coupled pendulum
system is an example of a dynamical system with a definitive
model and a closed-form solution in the linear case. We have
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 11: Two frames from each movie: (a) and (d) are from
the first movie, (b) and (e) from the second movie, and (c)
and (f) from the third movie. Each two movies contain two
common icons. Only Mushroom is common to all the movies.
Fig. 12: The Fourier transform of the parametrization of
the common variable obtained by Algorithm 4. The vertical
dashed lines represent the true frequencies of the rotating
icons.
shown that without any prior model knowledge our method can
obtain an accurate description of the solution solely from high-
dimensional nonlinear observations. Note that our solution
was obtained also when the observations contained “structured
noise”.
The capability to obtain the close-form solution solely from
observations enables us to demonstrate the power of our
approach by carrying out empirical modeling of dynamical
systems. One can further extend this to the analysis of the
coupled pendulum system in more complex scenarios, such as,
with different initial conditions and in nonlinear regimes. In
such cases, closed-form solutions may no longer be available.
Yet, from a data-driven point of view, our method is expected
to attain an accurate description of the system from its obser-
vations. Importantly, since our method does not require prior
rigid model assumptions, it can be applied to a broad variety
of multimodal data sets lacking definitive models. Therefore,
future work will address the extension of our analysis to
various types of dynamical systems and empirical physics
experiments.
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